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The journal is published three times a year. Contributions relating to 
topics in social anthropology are invited from students and established 
scholars in any discipline. While no strict limit of length is imposed, 
articles not exceeding 5000 words are preferred. Comments and corres
pondence concerning published articles are particularly welcome. The 
journal now also includes a Commentary section. This is designed to 
include papers that are not necessarily articles in the conventional 
sense - those, for example, which draw attention to a particular author 
or book, or which comment informally on a current issue in social 
anthropology. 

All communications should be addressed to the Editors, JASO, 51 Banbury 
Road, Oxford, OX2 6PF, England. 

SUB S CRI P T ION S 

Readers will note that this issue contains certain technical improvements 
on the previous format of the journal. The editors aim to continue this 
process of improvement; it is hoped that it will not cause inconvenience 
to our readers. However the price of the journal must unfortunately be 
raised,to cover both these new production expenses and the continual rise 
in costs generally. Subscriptions for 1980 will accordingly be as follows: 

Individuals: £3.00 (or US $7.50) for one year. 
Institutions: £6.00 (or US $15.00) for one year. 

These prices include postage for U.K. subscribers; overseas subscribers 
please add £1.50 (or US $3.75) to the annual subscription. 

The price for single issues is £1.25 (or US $3.00) to individuals, £2.25 
(or US $5.7B) to institutions; plus SOp (US $1.25) postage for an overseas 
order. 

The following back-numbers are available at half the price for single issues 
quoted above, though with the same overseas postal supplement: vol. I, nos. 
1, 2 & 3; vol. 11, nos. 2 & 3; vol. V, no. 3; vol. VI, nos. 2 & 3; vol. VII, 
nos. 1 & 2; vol. VI!I, no. 2; vol. IX, nos. 1 & 3; vol. X, nos. 1 & 2. 

New subscription orde~s or requests for back-numbers may be placed either 
directly with the Editors or with one of the principal international 
SUbscription agencies. 

All cheques should be made payable to the Journal of the Anthropological 
Society of Oxford. 


